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Abstract: A formula for estimating the number of daughter-dam pairs needed
when estimating heritability by daughter on dam regression in the oneway classification analysis for fixed values of the average number of pairs
per class, of the ratio of daughter to dam variance, of the anticipated
heritability estimate, and of the desired variance of the estimate has
been presented. The effect on N of changes in these four variables has
been illustrated. This procedure was extended to multiple classification
analysis and was also used to determine the number of pairs needed to
estimate repeatability by regression of second records on first records.
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T H E N U M B E R OF D A U G H T E R - I ) A M PAIRS N E E D E D FOR
ESTIMATING HER1TABILITY
L. D. VANVLECK, S. R. SEARLE 1 AND C. R. HFNDERSON
Cornell University, 2 Ithaca, New York
E number of observations required to obtain reliable estimates of
T Hheritability
has been discussed recently for the method which utilizes
the intra-class correlation coefficient. Wearden (1959) has made use of the
power function to determine the number of progeny per sire needed to
estimate heritability. Tallis (1959), utilizing the formula for the variance
of the intra-class correlation coefficient as given by Fisher (1952), has
discussed the minimum number of offspring necessary for estimating heritability with a given accuracy.
Another method of estimating heritability is from the regression of
daughter records on dam records. These estimates are subject to sampling
variances and many daughter-dam pairs must be used in order to obtain
accurate estimates of heritability. It is, therefore, useful to know the
number of pairs needed to estimate heritability with a pre-set standard
error of the estimate.
In the one-way classification analysis (where classes are often herds or
sires) the estimated variance of the regression coefficient (b) is

V(b):

(~,xy) 2
~y"
~x 2
( N - - S - - 1 ) 2x'-' '

( 1)

where ~Ay'-'--the within class sum of squares of the dependent variable
(daughter records),
"~xe=the within class sum of squares of the independent variable
(dam records),
:~xy=the within class sum of crossproducts of daughter and dam
records,
N = t o t a l number of daughter-dam pairs, and
S : t o t a l number of classes.
Dividing both the numerator and denominator by 2x'-' we have:
2y2

(2xy)2

V(b) - - 2x---~- (2x2)"
N--S--1 "
Since heritability, G, is estimated as 2 b = 2(~xy) when assuming no
(:~x2)
1 Pre~ent address: New Zealand Dairy Board, Wellington, N . Z.
2 Department of Animal Husbandry.
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relationship between daughters within classes, V(2b) can be expressed as
4V(b) = V ( G ) - - 4

~x 2 4 /
N-~ S----1/"

Dividing both numerator and denominator of "*Y--bv N - - S , we have
~X 2

V (g)---4

(

9,-~

-

G2 )

~3_ 4
N - - ~ - - I 2, '

(2)

where ~,.2--the estimated error variance of daughter records, and
,*}x"-----theestimated error variance of dam records.

~-~

N

Igor convenience let us set X----,.~,. Now if we let R--~--average number
of pairs per class and solve equation (2) for N we obtain

N--

(R)

[4X--Ge+V(G) I

(R--l)

V(G)

(3)

When heritability is estimated, the ratio of variances, X, usually approximates to 1; R is known or estimated; and V(G) is fixed in order to
obtain a certain confidence interval. Then, for an anticipated value of G,
the number of daughter-dam pairs required in order to estimate G with a
predetermined standard error may be estimated. It can be seen that N
increases with an increase in X, but decreases as R, G, and V(G) increase.
Assuming X----I, a quick approximation to N can be given as N - (R)
4
(R--1 i V (G) " Setting G - - 0 will tend to overestimate the number required.
4
For R ~ 1 2 and X - - l , N can be approximated by V ~

for anticipated

values of G~.50.
Figure 1 can be used to estimate the number of daughter-dam pairs
needed if it can be assumed that the ratio of daughter to dam variances is
1. The values plotted are for a desired standard error of the heritability
estimate of 0.04. Values for multiples (p) of 0.04 can be obtained by
I
multiplying the value taken from the graph by ~;. Since G • [V(G)] ~ is
the approximate 95 percent confidence interval of estimated G, the number
of pairs required for obtaining estimates of G •
can also be
obtained from figure 1. It should be observed that doubling the confidence
interval desired reduces the number of pairs required by a factor of 4.
As an example, suppose that the ratio of variances is 1, the average
number of pairs per herd is 4, the heritability of the trait is thought to be
0.4, and that a confidence interval of • 2 (. 12 ) is desired. Now 0.12-----3(.04)
and therefore p--3. From the graph we find for R - - 4 and heritability
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Figure 1. The required number of daughter-dam pairs, N,
needed to estimate heritabiliW for various values of the expected heritability estimate, G, and for several values of
average number of pairs per class, R, when the standard
error of the estimate is set at .04 and the ratio of daughter
to dam variances=l.
-~0.4 that 3200 pairs are required when [V(G)]'~-~0.04. Multiplying
3200 by 88 gives 356 which is the number of pairs needed. This result may
also be obtained by application of equation (3).
This procedure may be easily extended to a many way classification
since only within subclass variance and covariance components are used.
In this analysis the sums of squares and crossproducts in equation (1) are
within subclass sums of squares and crossproducts.
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The number of pairs of records needed to estimate repeatability by regression of second records on first records may be determined similarly.
Let the estimate of r e p e a t a b i l i t y z b . Then the estimate of V(b) is that
- x x y this variance can be written as
given in equation (1). Since b --Xx:
A ,)

,r,.-

bO

h-x :~

V(b)--~S_

1,

where a~2zthe estimated error variance of second records,
A ,)
,r~------the estimated error variance of first records, and
S----the number of subclasses.
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F i g u r e 2. T h e required n u m b e r of pairs of records, N,
needed to estimate repeatability for various values of the
expected repeatability estimate, b, a n d for several values of
average n u m b e r of pairs per class w h e n t~e s t a n d a r d e r r o r
of the estimate is set at .04 and the ratio of v a r i a n c e s = l .
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Substituting X--~--Z
-- a~y2 and R__~i and solving for N we obtain
[X--b2+V(b) ]
N---- ((~R)li
V(b)
The number of pairs of records needed when X----1 for various values of
R, b, and V(b) may be obtained from figure 2.

Summary
A formula for estimating the number of daughter-dam pairs needed
when estimating heritability by daughter on dam regression in the one-way
classification analysis for fixed values of the average number of pairs per
class, of the ratio of daughter to dam variance, of the anticipated heritability estimate, and of the desired variance of the estimate has been
presented. The effect on N of changes in these four variables has been
illustrated. This procedure was extended to multiple classification analysis
and was also used to determine the number of pairs needed to estimate
repeatability by regression of second records on first records.
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